**ABSTRACT**

The value proposition of most integration well construction projects aims to deliver predictable well construction projects through collaborative leadership and risk management. Similar to the application of collaborative leadership engagement between the operator and the integrated project contractor to driving performance in scope and time management, the proven global incentive commercial models best practices can be adopted in the Russian land drilling context to foster a sense of joint commercial responsibility among all stakeholders in the well construction delivery process.

This paper provides a prescriptive methodology and criteria for the adoption of a «Russianized» version of globally proven incentive commercial models for managed integrated well construction projects, which could be adopted in the Russian land drilling context to foster a sense of joint commercial responsibility among all stakeholders in the well construction delivery process. This «Russianized» version of globally proven incentive commercial models best practices can be adopted in the Russian land drilling context to foster a sense of joint commercial responsibility among all stakeholders in the well construction delivery process.
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